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Ariens tractor snowblower manual

You are reading a free preview page 7 to 15, not shown in this preview. 924000 series model number and manual. 924000 series snow-throw model number, from 1974 to 1979. The engines are Tecumseh until indicated as Briggs for Briggs and Stratton. 924010 924012 These first two model numbers do not appear in
any Ariens records! Originally my list started with model number 924013, because that's where the Arians records start! But thanks to Steve W, who emailed me with information about his (scoop) model 924012, we now know it exists! I then did some googling and discovered a Model 924010 also exists.. There are no
on-line records for these two model numbers, and it seems that Arian doesn't even have a manual for them. I think these are likely 1974 models. 924012 is actually a 32 scoop/attachment number. । 924013 - 8HP 32 (1974) 924016 - 8HP 32 (1975) 924018 - 6HP 24 (197) 5) 924020 - 8HP 24 (1975) 924022 - 6HP 24
(1976) 924024 - 8HP 32 (32) 1976 - 1977 - 1978) 924026 - 8HP 24 (1976 - 1977 - 1978) 924032 - 7HP 24 (1977 - 1978) 924034 - 10HP 32 - Big Wheel (1978) 924036 - 5HP 24 Small Wheel, Serial 000101 and above. (1979) 924038 (ST724)- 7HP 24 small wheel, serial 000101 and above. (1979) 924039 - 8HP 24 small
wheel w/ difference, Serial 000101 and above (1979) 924040 - 8HP 24 Big Wheel, Serial 0101 and Up (1979) 924042 - 8HP 32 Large Wheel/Separate, Serial 000101 and Up (1979) 924044 - 10HP 32 Big Wheel w/ Difference, Difference Serial 000101 and above (1978 - 1979) 924000 model number, 1974-1979: The
chart above is from page 2 of the 1979 Parts Manual: the model numbers of the 2024000.pdf 1970 are above this point, the model numbers of 1980, 1990 are below. 1980 Manual says: (I don't really have this manual.. I found it for sale on ebay but didn't win the auction.. I haven't found it on the Ariens site.I've done a lot
of research by looking at the manual for sale on eBay!;) Good source of information..) There is little confusion related to models 924046, 924048, 924050, and 924052. The list above shows **No* those models listed as the 1979 model, and I have no reason to doubt that this is not a complete list for 1979! because. This
list is from page 2 of the 1979 Parts Manual: 2024000.pdf who says this manual covers the Ariens 924000 series Sno-Thro tractor and the entire line of attachments for 1974 through 1974 inclusive. Well, that's pretty sure! Although Ariens later refutes that 1979 manual with a 1983 document, seen here: (see page 29)
where they state those four models are the 1979-1980 models! We therefore have two conflicting documents. A document does not explicitly list them as the 1979 model, a separate document says they may be the 1979 model. I placed them here as the 1980 model, because it seems very likely the 1974-1979 list is more
accurate, (why ariens an all The listing document will be - - Model but four 1979 models leave? It makes no sense) (moreover, they clearly say full and inclusive in the 1979 document). So based on the strength of the 1979 evidence, im listing those four models as the 1980 model. 924000 series Sno-Thro model number
after 1980, and until 2004. (1974-1979 is the section above) (This list is not necessarily complete) 924046 (ST524)- 5HP 24 small wheel, serial 000101 and above. (1980) 924048 (ST724) - 7HP 24 small wheel w/ difference, serial 000101 and above (1980) 924050 (ST824)- 8HP 24 big wheel w/ difference, (Known
Produced 1980 - 1991) 924052 (ST1032) - 10HP 32 (1980) 924053 (ST824) - 8HP 24 (listed in 1983 manual) 924054 (ST832) - 8HP 32 large wheel w/1083 Serial 000101 and above (before 1983) 924056 (ST1032) - Briggs 10HP 32 large wheel w/ difference, serial 000101 and above (before 1983) 924058. (ST724).....-
.. 7HP 24, only for export. Serial 000101 and UP (listed in 1983 manual) 924071. (ST1136)... -.. Briggs 11HP 36, Serial 000101 and above. (Listed in 1983 - 1987 Manual) 924072. (ST824L) -.. 8HP 24, only for export. Serial 000101 and above. (Listed in the 1983 Manual) 924073. (ST1032) . -.. 10HP 32, 924075 (listed
in 1983 - 1991 manual) 924074 (listed in 1983 manual) -.. 7HP 24 - (listed in 1983 - 1986 Manual.) 924076 -. ST1236 - 12HP 36 - (1988 - 1991) 924077 -. ST828 - 8HP 28 - (1988 - 1991) 924079 -. ST824s - 8HP 24 - (1989 - 1991) 924081 -. ST824s - 8HP 24 - (1992 - 1993) 924082.- ST824. -.. 8HP 24 - (first appears in
1994, still listed in 1996.) - 924083. ST828 - 8HP 28 - (1992 - 1993) 924084.- ST1032.-.. 10HP 32 - (first appears in 1992, still listed in 1996.) 924085.- ST1236.-.. 12HP 36 - (first appears in 1992, still listed in 1996.) 924086.- ST1028.-.. 10HP 28- (first appeared in 1994, still listed in 1996. ) 924087 - ST1232E -.. 12HP
32 - (first appears in 1994, still listed in 1996. ) 924088 - ST1028E 924089 - ST824E 924090 - ST0036 924091 - ST1228E -.. 12HP 28- (first appeared in 1994, still listed in 1996. ) 924092 - ST1236E -.. 12HP 36 - (first appears in 1994, still listed in 1996. ) 924093 - ST924 -.. 9HP 24- (first appears in 1995. ) 924100 -
ST824DL -.. 8HP 24 924101 - ST928 -.. 9HP 28 924102 - ST1032 (rest, down from here, 1995 - 2004) 924103 - ST1236 924104 - ST1028 924106 - ST1024 - 1997 ST1024 SHO 924107 - ST1336LE 924 108 - ST824SLE 924109 - ST1028SLE 924110 - ST824DLE 924111 - SB936LE 924112 - ST928LE 924311.-



ST824. -.. 8HP 24 924113 - ST1132LE 924115 - ST1028SLE 924312.- ST924E -.. 9HP 24 924116 - ST1028 (listed in 2002 manual.) 924117 - ST1024 PRO (listed in 2002 manual. 924118 - Classic 8524 (known 2003 model, say, on the classic 8524 dash, and 1977 style bucket. 924120 - ST1024 924121 - ST1128
(2003) 924122 - ST1124 (listed in 2003 and 2004 manuals, One of the previous models.) 924124 - ST926DLE (Pro Series) (listed in the 2004 manual, in the last 924000 series models One. 924125 - ST11528LE (listed in 2004 manual, a one The last 924000 series model.) 924126 - ST11526DLE (Pro Series) (listed in
the 2004 manual, one of the last 924000 series models. 924127 - ST11528DLE (Pro Series) (listed in the 2004 manual, one of the last 924000 series models. 924128 - ST11332LE (listed in the 2004 manual, one of the last 924000 series models. 924300.- ST1024.-.. 10HP 24 (listed in 2002 manual.) 924311.- ST824
924312.- ST924 924313.- ST1028.-.. 10HP 28 924314.- ST1228 -.. 12HP 28 924315.- ST1232E -.. 12HP 32 924316.- ST1236E -.. 12HP 36 924317 - ST928LE - (another document listed as 924317 ST924E International) 924318 - ST8524 - International (listed in the 2004 manual, one of the final models. ) 924319 -
ST924LE - (Another Document List 924319 ST922 4E International) 924320 - ST1232LE - (Another document listed 924320 ST1232E International 924321 - ST1236LE - 924322 (another document listed 924321 as ST1236E International) - ST1228E - International (listed in 2004 manual, One of the final models.)
924323 - ST1024SHO - (another document listed 924323 ST1024 as INTERNATIONAL) 924324 - ST1128LE - International 924325 - ST1132LE - International 924326 - ST1 336LE - International 924327 - ST1028SLE 924328 - ST824DLE 924329 - ST928LE 924330 - SB1132LE 924332 - SB1124 (2003 and 2004)
Listed in the manual, one of the final models.) 924333 - ST1024 924334 - ST1028 - (another document says 1128) 924335 - ST926DLE (Pro series) (listed in the 2004 manual, one of the last 924000 series models. 924336 - ST11526DLE (Pro Series) (listed in the 2004 manual, one of the last 924000 series models.
924337 - ST11528DLE (Pro Series) (listed in 2004 manual, one of the last 924000 series models.) 924338 - ST1332LE (listed in 2004 manual, one of the last 924000 series models. ) 924500 - ST1336LE 924501 - ST1336LE 924502 - ST1332 (502-508, and 551 new bucket style, starting in the year 2000) 924503 -
ST1336 924504 - 36 brush attachments with SB9369 9HP. 924505 - ST1332 (listed in 2002-2004 manual.) 924506 - ST1336 (listed in 2002-2004 manual. Still has 1977 bucket style!) (Photo) (Recall) 924507 - SB936 9HP 36 Snow Brush 924508 - ST1128 Pro (listed in 2002-2004 manual.) 924516 -ST1332DLE (Pro
Series) (listed in 2004 manual, one of the last 924000 series models. 924517 - ST1336DLE (Pro Series) (listed in the 2004 manual, one of the last 924000 series models. 924550 - ST824 - (since 2002, But there is still 1977 bucket style!) 924551 - ST8524 - (listed in the 2003 and 2004 manuals, considered for the final
model in the 924,000 series.) 924550 was one of the last models with 1977 style buckets, made in 2002, Arians called it the classic model. Also the Model 924506 perfect maintained 1977 bucket style until 2004 (click here for photos of a 924550! (Click here for a photo of model 924506) (924506 was included in a recall.)
Tractor: 924023 - 6HP Tractor - 1974 to 1979 deadline. 924025 - 8HP Tractor - 1974 to 1979 deadline. - 8HP Tractor - - By the deadline of 1979. 924033 - 7HP Tractor 924035 - 10HP Large Wheel Tractor, (1977) 924027 - 8HP Tractor, Small Wheel W/W 924049 -TT7 -7HP Trac-Team Tractor 924051 -TT8-8HP Trac-
Team Tractor (listed in 1983 - 1991 Manual) 924055 - 8HP Trac-Team Tractor, Large Wheel w/ Difference 924057 - Briggs 10HP Trac - Team Tractor, Large Wheel w/ Difference 924080 - TT8 - 8HP Tractor 924105 - STT8 - 8HP Tractor Attachment: 824001 - 24 Sno-Thro Attachment for Small Wheel Tractors. Serial
000101 and above. 824002 -24 Nonu-throw attachment for large wheel tractors. Serial 000101 and above. 824003 - Nonu-throw attachment for 32 large wheel tractors. Serial 000101 and above. 824004 - 36 rotary brushes. Serial 000101 and above. 824005 - 26 rotary mower. Serial 000101 and above. 824006 - Nonu-
throw attachment for 24 small wheel tractors. Serial 000101 and above. (Listed in 1983-1991 manuals) 824007-24 nonu-throw attachments for large wheel tractors. Serial 000101 and above. (Listed in 1983 - 1991 Manual) 824008 - Snow-throw attachments for 32 large wheel tractors. Serial 000101 and above. (Listed in
1983 - 1991 Manual) 824009 - Snow-throw attachments for 36 large wheel tractors. Serial 000101 and above. 824010- 36 rotary brushes 824011 - 36 rotary brushes 824012 - 28 snow-throw attachments. 824013 - 36 SDO-Brushed 924012 -32 Sno-Thro Attachment-1974 924015-24 Sno-Thro Attachment-1974 (possibly
a Canada Only Attachment Model Number) 924028-24 Sno-thro-1974 to 1979 timeframe. 924029 - 32 Snow-throw attachments - time limit from 1974 to 1979. Accessories: (924000 series associated with 1974-1983) 703944 - tire chain 703985 - tire chain 710983 - separate kit 710997 - slicer bar 722007 - 120 volt
starter. 722009 - 120 volt starter. 724007 - 120 volt starter. 724008 - 120 volt starter. 724010 - Headlight Kit. 724011 - Tire chain 724012 - Homeoner's kit. 724013-Homeoner's kit. 724014 - Homeoner's kit. 724015 - Separate kit 724016 - 12 volt starter. 724017 - 12 volt starter. 724018 - 12 volt starter. 724019 - 12 volt
starter. 724020 - Homeoner's Kit. 724028-Air cleaner and attachment conversion kit. 924000 series manual: Owner's manual for models 924022, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29. Undated, but 1974 - 1979 deadline. - owners manual, maybe 1979, but undated. - owners manual, maybe 1980, but undated. 1980-ish manual,
also undated. - Owner's Manual for Models 924071 - ST1136 11HP 36 1983-1987 - Owner's Manual, 1985 - Owner's Manual, 2002 - Owner's Manual, 2004. The last of the 924000 series. - Pro Series Owner Manual, 2004. Repair Manual, all 924000 models 1974-1983. 2024000.pdf- 1974-1979 Parts Manual. (All Models
'74-'79) Parts Manual Parts Manual Parts Manual Parts Manual Manual Parts Parts Manual Parts Manual Parts Manual Parts Manual Parts Manual 1989 Parts Manual Parts Manual Parts Manual 924000 Series technically ran up to the year 2004.. But the classic 924000 bucket style, which began in 1977: the year 2000
was left with consumer models, except for some pro models for all new machines.. At least three known models used classic style buckets between 2000 and 2004: model 924118, which says on the classic 8534 dash, built in 2003. Model 924550, built in 2002, called the classic model by Arians, was one of the last to
use the old bucket style. Model 924506, 2002-2004 created. The 924000 series ended in 2004 (and possibly some other late 924000 series Pro models too), and the new 926000 series started it from the 2005 model year. The 924000 series is clearly the largest and most diverse series ever created by Ariens, 30 years
in production! and more than 140 models. Model.
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